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Introduction: The Hoplite Question 
 
In 2010 Matthew Sears ventured back into the moil of debate regarding the hoplite question 
in Homer’s Iliad, and I will concur with one important insight he offers into the complex of 
questions.  In his contention of differentiated forces employing specialized tactics, he offers a 
promising path forward between the Scylla and Charybdis of the movements of the glorious 
aristoi, the mounted nobles ranging freely through the battle to choose cameo contests with 
worthy opponents, and those of the masses, or massed formations, presented in certain instances 
as deploying seeming hoplite, or perhaps proto-hoplite, tactics in phalanx formations.1  His 
proposal that the appearance of these tactics being employed in specialized situations reflect the 
specialized composition of the forces employing them―namely the forces mustering behind 
Telamonian Ajax in thirteen and the Myrmidons mustering behind, not Achilles, but rather 
Patroclus in sixteen―in particular as focused in the collocation of those passages, 13.131-35 
*≡*2 16.215-17, that have been at the center of the debate, does advance in the right direction to 
resolving the apparent discrepancies of variant tactics across the epic.  He does also, however, 
introduce another problem in his contention that these forces are to be singled out specifically as 
 
1 Sears pulls together the most important citations covering the debate regarding the question of the whether 
hoplite tactics are in evidence in Homer or not, and more specifically the question of whether the infantry are 
fighting in mases dependent upon merely contingent situational factors or in proper hoplite, or proto-hoplite, massed 
formation.  I simply carry forward an abbreviated survey of these citations here: J. Latacz; W. K. Pritchett, Vol. 4; 
H. van Wees, 1986 & 1988. 
2 I employ this symbol to indicate a hapax collocation, that is, that the lines are at once perfectly identical in 
their collocation and that the collocated text appears in precisely this form solely in these two instances in The Iliad. 
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elite corps.  The problem presents itself in the characterization of those unspecified forces 
mustering behind Ajax in thirteen.  For, however excellent, yes, ἐσθλοὶ (13.709), these forces 
may be, it will not suffice to describe this group of soldiers as ‘elite’ in any unqualified way, 
identified as they are in the immediately following line, in emphatic enjambed position, as 
composed of commoners,3 that is, the laos, λαοὶ (710).  
It is not that Sears entirely overlooks that Ajax’ corps is drawn from among the laoi, as he 
recognizes that their characterization as ἐσθλοὶ, “distinguishes them from the bulk of the forces 
[my emphasis added]” (148); however, I will argue that he is failing to recognize a critical irony 
regarding distinctions based on class,4 between the aristoi and laoi, in play here.  That Sears was 
led to misestimate the ironic charge on the reference to these forces as being drawn from the laoi 
is not too surprising, nor is his otherwise unqualified characterization of both of these corps as 
elite, for, as it certainly does seem, Ajax’ corps, at least, is, earlier in the book in the lines that 
run up to the key passage collocated with the Myrmidons in sixteen, 13.131-35, expressly 
singled out as literally aristoi, a select band of the very best, ἄριστοι │κρινθέντες (13.128-29). 
Indeed, this fact would seem to lend further weight to Sears’ contention of their elite stature,5 
except that the accolade with ironic implications regarding the class distinction between aristoi 
as such, i.e., aristocrats, and commoners, given their express identification as laoi at 13.710, 
comes along here again with another pointed reference to the laos, this time in the epithet for 
Athena as she reviews the corps approvingly: Ἀθηναίη λαοσ-σόος6 (13.128), “Athena, she who 
urges on the laos.”  So whereas I will concur with Sears that we are dealing with a corps that is at 
least select, if not quite exactly ‘elite,’ not, at least, elite in the sense in which the aristoi, as such, 
represent an elite class as distinct from the laoi, I will also demonstrate that these select forces 
 
3 I use the rather vague term here deliberately to defer engaging directly the deep and vexed literature on class 
in the epic.  My reasons for doing so will emerge as my argument unfolds. 
4 Again, I deliberately defer any critical definition of my use of the term. 
5 I’m not sure, actually, why he would be passing over this observation given his attention to what he sees as 
evidence for the “core of elite units headed by Ajax [being] supplemented by average soldiers” (147) at 12.265-277. 
6 Of the four instances overall of the term in The Iliad (six total including The Odyssey), composed of λαός + 
σεύω, it is applied only here to Athena. 
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are more closely in league with their laoi brethren of those other contingents, with whom they 
fight in close quarters in certain instances, than with those by whom the laoi are led, that is, the 
conventional heroes, the aristocratic basileis promachoi.  So whereas it might seem that Sears’ 
approach might have helped to navigate the Scylla and Charybdis of the variant tactics, I am 
asserting again that the basic class distinction between the proper aristoi, that is, the aristocratic 
basileis promachoi, and the laoi still somehow pertains in respect to the selected, if not quite 
elite, ‘aristoi’ laoi of Ajax’ corps. 
And thus these allusions to Ajax’ corps’ status as essentially ‘aristoi’ laoi should provoke us 
to ask more carefully who they actually are, for we will see their identity is not plainly evident, 
and, while I’m about it, we might get around to asking whether Telamonian Ajax should himself 
actually be ranked among the aristocratic basileis promachoi without any further ado.  Moreover, 
as we call out who Ajax is fighting with in what I will now aver should be fully embraced as a 
proper hoplite phalanx―indeed, as we will see, more fully than any have as yet imagined―we 
will need also to determine why these forces are being so conspicuously paired with Achilles’, 
no, let me rather in this instance as they muster in sixteen, refer to them as Patroclus’, 
Myrmidons, and what this would say about their status.  Here I’m afraid I will have to reject 
Sears’ contention that these Myrmidons muster in sixteen as an elite force.  
So let me now show some of my cards by laying out the triangle of textual evidence that I 
will be negotiating.  First, I will demonstrate a far more complex underpinning to the collocated 
passages, 13.131-35 *≡* 16.215-17, that align Patroclus’ Myrmidons with Ajax’ forces than has 
heretofore been imagined.  I will show how the Myrmidon forces adopt the hoplite tactic 
expressly and deliberately being described as such in the passage precisely by virtue of the fact 
that it is Patroclus, who I will contend acts as a leader of the laos from the laos, who leads them 
on this sortie.  As with Ajax’ association with the laoi hetairoi he leads in thirteen, Patroclus’ 
association with his laoi hetairoi inspires what is, in their case, a de facto adoption of the hoplite 
tactic; the deployment of the tactic by Ajax, as the quintessential infantry man who never mounts 
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a chariot and brandishes his iconic shield,7 allegorical emblem of the hoplite, by way of contrast, 
reflects what is the de jure specialty of the forces he leads.  
Second, we must also take note of another less obviously collocated pair of phrases in 
association with Ajax’ forces with, however, no less clearly hoplite implications.  I refer here to 
the line end pairing of the phrase ἵσταντο φάλαγγες as we have seen above in thirteen at 13.126 
as paired with the reference to his neighboring contingent in his ostentatiously abbreviated 
catalogue entry, the shortest at a mere two lines, in book two: 2.558 *≡* 13.126.  Although the 
line end position for φάλαγγες is typical for the term appearing thus upwards of thirty times, it is 
paired with this verb only in these two instances.  This, in itself, would not necessarily be 
dispositive of a significant correspondence, but when we note that it is suggesting an association 
of the forces in thirteen with those in two, namely the Athenian forces, those of the dême of their 
founding hero Erechtheus with its special eponymous relationship to Athena spelled out as their 
contingent is introduced (2.546ff.), and we note that sole instance of the reference to Ἀθηναίη 
λαοσ-σόος (13.128) two lines following the collocated reference to the phallanges behind Ajax, 
we are seeing the close linkage between these two contingents introduced in book two coming 
again to the surface.  
And third, the last leg of the triangle, I will address perhaps the most vexing collocation of 
the three, namely that which refers back from the Myrmidons in sixteen to the catalogue entry 
for the Athenians in two, in the repeated use in these two cases alone8 of the truly idiosyncratic 
word, effectively a Homeric hapax, ἀσπιδιώτας*. The term appears only in the two references to 
those ἀνέρας ἀσπιδιώτας (2.554 *≡* 16.167), who are at once the Athenians and Myrmidons 
respectively wielding their shields in a way that arguably warrants, that I will argue warrants, an 
invented term.  Although I will have more to offer than Chantraine’s suggestion that, “le suffixe -
ιώτης s’explique certainement [emphasis added] par la métrique” (127), his entry does give a 
hint of what is at stake in the way the word is drawn into the orbit of the hoplite tactic in an 
 
7 As will be seen, I patently reject Denys Page’s well known contention that the shield represents a Mycenaean 
vestige. 
8 Not to be found again until the fourth century. 
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obliquely triangulated association of the term through another variant: “d’autre part ἀσπιδίτης (S. 
fr. 426) qui semble fait sur ὁπλίτης et surtout ἀσπιδιώτης” (127). While I will not be depending 
upon Chantraine’s conjecture regarding what might have been Sophocles’ anachronistic sense of 
Homer’s hapax, I will be asserting as my thesis that Homer’s hapax is referring, in fact, to 
nothing other than the hoplite tactic.  To arrive at this contention, however, it will be necessary to 
make sense of what it is about the tactical comportment of the Myrmidon’s forces that makes it 
subject, along with that of the Athenians, to sharing this description. 
Aristoi Cavalry, Laoi Infantry 
 
So, to battle. When all will have been said and done, Homer’s narrative constructions to 
follow will have proven quite astonishingly complex.  Indeed, the sustained logic and complex 
narrative construction spanning books eleven through eighteen (and beyond) that will emerge 
stage-by-stage through the argument to follow will, no doubt, seem quite alien to the majority of 
Homerists, perhaps in particular for those most deeply engaged with the hoplite question inclined 
as they are to be always training one eye on Homer’s text and the other on the historical context.  
In fact, I am preparing to present in what follows a first glimpse into an essentially undiscovered 
‘Homer,’ and I will use the name liberally to refer to what I will argue we should imagine more 
aptly as the author of a complex text than as bardic poet.  I can only at the outset here beg my 
reader’s indulgence, and, given the great complexity of what will follow, stout patience!  More 
specifically, allow me to ask of my readers that they bracket temporarily their sense of the 
historical questions and presuppositions regarding the questions dependent upon the dating of the 
epic, and engage with my internal reading of the text as a literary work, a narrative construction.  
To begin with the first of the three collocations indicated above, namely that between what I 
will call for expediency’s sake for the moment Ajax’ corps in thirteen and Patroclus’ Myrmidons 
in sixteen, I contend simply that we see the hoplite phalanx nowhere more plainly laid out, 
indeed I will go so far as to say programmatically announced, than in the description at 13.131 of 
the soldiers arrayed man to man, helmet to helmet, shield to shield,  
ἀσπὶς ἄρ᾽ ἀσπίδ᾽ ἔρειδε, κόρυς κόρυν, ἀνέρα δ᾽ ἀνήρ 
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Shield there to Shield arrayed,9 helmet to helmet, man, yea, to man… 
Although the unique status of the statement and the tactic it announces, the hoplite tactic, is 
downplayed by Homer, in fact it is only in this instance that we see the pure expression of a 
hoplite corps of so-called―again in an ironic sense to be explicated―‘aristoi’ mustering for 
massed action.  In this paradigmatic instance we see a select corps forming up with not only their 
shields interlocked, as it appears is expressly indicated at 130, φράξαντες… σάκος σάκεϊ 
προθελύμνῳ, “locking shield to shield,” as I will translate it now (deferring for the moment a 
discussion of the limits of our understanding of προθελύμνῳ), but also each helmet to helmet.  
What makes the statement at once paradigmatic and unique―yes, despite the collocation with 
sixteen, as will be seen―derives from the comportment of not only the shields but also the 
juxtaposition with them of the helmets, hence my title for the essay.  As a rule, in fact, the 
massed soldiers, the hetairoi, of phalanx formations are not helmed; rather it is the promachoi 
aristocratic cavalry who are helmed followed by their infantry with at best shields and spears.  
The hierarchically distinct status is succinctly indicated in the way in which the wider frame in 
which this passage is embedded, from book eleven in the battle that brings the fight to the Greek 
ships by twelve and leads to Achilles’ ascent to Patroclus’ petition to muster the Myrmidons in 
his absence, opens with Agamemnon’s traditional aristeia.  Here, as leaders and their followers 
are arrayed “according to proper order,” εὖ κατὰ κόσμον (11.48), we find a paradigmatic 
idealized indication of the traditional conformation of battle wherein infantry fights infantry, 
πεζοὶ μὲν πεζοὺς, cavalry cavalry, ἱππεῖς δ᾽ ἱππῆας (11.150-51). 
 Although the fact that the hierarchical distinction between aristocratic basileis cavalry 
and the common laos infantry is allegorically represented in the essential distinction between 
those who are helmed and those who are not is somewhat obscured by the welter of events and 
motley of forces from various provinces and by the simple fact that the laos do in general receive 
only modest attention, the evidence is at hand.  Whereas book two opens with a definitive point 
of evidence that the chariot driving basileis are helmed in the term that formulaically compounds 
 
9 I take a bit of a liberty here in my translation and deliberately follow the word ordering in the Greek however 
awkwardly construed in English. 
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the two elements of the horses and the helms, the latter element metonymically establishing the 
association of helmets with leaders, ἱπποκορυσταὶ (2.110), later in the book we find extensive 
evidence of the absence of helmets among the laoi who follow them in the “flowing haired 
Achaeans,” κάρη κομόωντας Ἀχαιοὺς11 whose hair we may surmise is prominent as fully visible 
for the want of helmets.  Another specific band of laoi hetairoi, the Thracians, are identified as 
having their “hair in a top-knot,” ἀκρό-κομοι (4.533), as would clearly only be visible if 
uncovered expressly emphasizing in this case the very peak of the head.  Meanwhile, leaders are 
described as helmed, as at 4.274, in a case I will be returning to later in the section, when the two 
Aiantes are described as “helmed and accompanied by a cloud of foot soldiers,” τὼ δὲ 
κορυσσέσθην, ἅμα δὲ νέφος εἵπετο πεζῶν.  We might guess that the foot soldiers are not helmed 
and indeed just some eight lines later we learn that these soldiers are armed, by contrast, solely 
with “spear and shield,” σάκεσίν τε καὶ ἔγχεσι (4.282), even though, as will prove significant, 
they are massing in a “closely packed phalanx,” πυκιναὶ κίνυντο φάλαγγες (281).  Later in the 
book, at 4.457, Antilochos is introduced as going up against a “helmed-chief man,” ἄνδρα 
κορυστὴν, dealing a fatal blow to the “horned helmet,” κόρυθος φάλον ἱπποδασείης (459), to 
drive home the point.  And while the lesser soldiers are generally not described in any detail, the 
author does make a point of giving us at least one direct indication of one group of soldiers, the 
Locrians led by the lesser Ajax, whom I will also be returning to below, who “did not have 
brazen helmets [κόρυθας] crested with horsehair” (13.714). 
  The verbal form, κορύσσω, occurs, as just above in reference to the Aiantes, in the 
middle passive to describe metonymically a chief soldier helming, that is, arming, himself for 
battle, or actively in an expanded metonymic sense of ‘helming’ others, that is, equipping others 
for battle or marshalling them.  We see this in reference to Odysseus who, in book two, after 
upbraiding the quintessential grunt from the laos, Thersites, is described as on many occasions 
having “stepped forward as a leader [ἐξάρχων- consistent with his status as basileus promochos] 
of good councils and ‘helming out’ κορύσσων the battle” (2.273).  The generalized sense of the 
 
10 In this occurrence, the first, and in the last of five overall at 24.667, the aristoi are paired with the gods.  
11 The line end formula appearing five times in book two, and nine times total. 
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term here of ‘equipping,’ or ‘martialing,’ is a bit off in this context in which we have just seen 
most fully articulated the hierarchical distinction between the basileis, the ἔξοχον, who enjoy 
Odysseus’ sweet cajoling words (2.188ff.) as he instructs them to restrain the laos (2.191), and 
the laoi of the dêmos as they are roughly instructed to reject rule by many, πολυκοιρανίη, and 
kowtow to their one autocratic leader, εἷς βασιλεύς (2.204-05), for there is certainly no question 
here of these flowing haired Achaeans being literally provided with helms.  Thus the sense of 
κορύσσων does more to emphasize Odysseus himself as the helmed leader who sets troops in 
order than the equipment of those troops.  I will return to a similar application of the term in 
reference to Patroclus as he musters the Myrmidons in sixteen. 
 
 
The Four Instances of the Mustering of Forces 
 
Four instances of the mustering of forces on the Greek side between books eleven and 
sixteen are in play: first, the Aiantes muster the best, the middle, and the worst of the Achaean 
forces at 12.265ff.; second, as yet only indirectly involved in the fight and appearing as Calchas, 
Poseidon rouses the select ‘aristoi’ including Ajax’ forces 13.45ff.; third, Poseidon intervenes 
directly to lead the Greeks with an apparently meritocratic redistribution of armaments; and 
fourth, the Myrmidons muster behind Patroclus.  Before turning, however, to the mustering of 
the Myrmidons, or, for that matter, the mustering of Ajax’ corps by Poseidon in thirteen, I look 
to Poseidon’s role in fourteen.  We will see that this instance, the third, in which Poseidon for the 
second time addresses the full Achaean complement, this time directly, serves as a bridge 
between the two collocated passages, 13.131-35 *≡* 16.215-17, of the second and fourth 
instances, Ajax’ corps and the Myrmidons.  
At the opening of thirteen we find Poseidon looking down on the battle from on high, that is, 
“high up on the highest crest [κορυφῆς] of wooded Samos” (13.12).  We will see again this 
adjective derived from κόρυς that establishes his paradigmatic elite status here.  In fourteen, 
however, as he rallies the troops after having nullified Achilles’ curse of pothê against 
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Agamemnon and the Achaeans (1.240ff.), when he proclaims, “there shall no longer be an 
excessive pothê for [Achilles]” (14.368), Poseidon seems to be calling for what appears to be an 
equitable, meritocratic redistribution of armor, with a special emphasis on the protection of the 
“all shining helmets,” παν-αίθῃσιν κορύθεσσι, ostensibly being extended to all at 14.372: 
ἀλλ᾽ ἄγεθ᾽ ὡς ἂν ἐγὼ εἴπω πειθώμεθα πάντες:  
ἀσπίδες ὅσσαι ἄρισται ἐνὶ στρατῷ ἠδὲ μέγισται 
ἑσσάμενοι, κεφαλὰς δὲ παν-αίθῃσιν κορύθεσσι 
κρύψαντες… 
So, come on then let you all follow what I say 
Take the shields that are biggest and best in the army 
And don them, and in the all-shining helmets 
cover our heads…  
        (14.370-73) 
At 14.376ff. soldiers of lesser skill are directed to exchange better armor with soldiers of greater 
skill, first with Poseidon’s specific reference to greater or lesser shields, (14.376-77)―the lesser 
shield, the σάκος (376), juxtaposed to the greater shield, ἀσπίδι (377), for which it is being 
exchanged in the following line―and then, following the command, with the basileis Diomedes, 
Odysseus, and Agamemnon reiterating the command again to all, ἐπὶ πάντας (381), to make the 
exchange now with the general term for armor, τεύχε᾽ ἄμειβον.  Meanwhile, although Ajax does 
not figure in this list of those following this command he is nonetheless the first to be subject to 
attack thereupon by Hector at 14.402.  
Yet while this case seems to specifically redress hierarchical inequity on the basis of 
merit, closer reading suggests this redistribution is directed solely to the elite soldiers whom 
Poseidon is identified as addressing at the outset of his speech, namely “those in the fore,” ἐν 
πρώτοισι (14.363).  The fact that Poseidon refers directly to the equipping only of these foremost 
fighters, first, with spears and shields—as are common also to foot soldiers—albeit the best, 
ἄρισται, such as are available as fitting for these aristoi soldiers, and then with a separate step in 
the sequence, with the helmets, the all-shining helmets, makes clear that the helmet is the key 
marker that distinguishes these soldiers deemed worthy of weapons that match their skills and 
establishes indirectly that merit does not figure as a factor in the equipping of the remaining 
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supernumeraries.  Meanwhile those infantry men who would typically bear the brunt of the 
frontal assault are pressed to exchange their greater ἀσπίς for the lesser σάκος.  We will see 
below why this is happening at this point in the battle. 
I will turn below to the mustering of the Myrmidons in sixteen, but first it should be noted 
that Poseidon’s intervention in book fourteen prepares Patroclus’ return to battle with the 
Myrmidons.  Here Poseidon intervenes to annul the curse of Achilles’ absence.  In doing so he 
brings renewed energy to the Achaean forces and temporarily turns the tide of battle.  Yet it 
should be noted that this moment comes as an escalation of Poseidon’s assistance to the Greeks 
already underway.  Once Hera and Zeus repair to their golden cloud, Poseidon is led to “rise to 
another level [μᾶλλον] in his defense of the Danaans” (14.362).  A higher level for his 
intervention commenced at the opening of thirteen as he stirred up the two Aiantes, in the second 
of the four musterings, and rallied them along with “mighty phalanxes [φάλαγγες]” of “the best 
[ἄριστοι], specially selected [κρινθέντες]” (13.126-9), soldiers.  That this ostensibly elite force is 
helmed is evident in the passage that follows that describes in detail the close-fitted phalanx: 
φράξαντες δόρυ δουρί, σάκος σάκεϊ προθελύμνῳ: 
ἀσπὶς ἄρ᾽ ἀσπίδ᾽ ἔρειδε, κόρυς κόρυν, ἀνέρα δ᾽ ἀνήρ: 
ψαῦον δ᾽ ἱππόκομοι κόρυθες λαμπροῖσι φάλοισι 
νευόντων, ὡς πυκνοὶ ἐφέστασαν ἀλλήλοισιν: 
        (13.130-33) 
 
Joining spear with spear, shield with shield to the very base, 
Shield braced against shield, helmet to helmet, man to man; 
The horsehair crests on the shining horns of the their helmets touched, 
As they bent their heads, thus they stood densely packed together. 
If we were to question whether the specific presentation of the helmets here is of central 
significance, we need only read on forty lines to 13.171 where we are introduced, after a brief 
patch of scuffling, to Imbrios, specifically identified as a “spearfighter,” αἰχμητὴν, who had 
married a bastard daughter of Priam, and came to be regarded as if he were a son to Priam after 
rallying to the Trojan cause and “distinguishing himself among them,” μετέπρεπε δὲ Τρώεσσι 
(13.175).  Teucer deals this man a mortal blow beneath the ear at 13.177-8, that is, precisely at 
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the point where we would be wondering whether he had the benefit of a protective helmet.  
Although three lines later it is said that “about him rang his dazzling bronze armor,” ἀμφὶ δέ οἱ 
βράχε τεύχεα ποικίλα χαλκῷ (13.181), where we might expect an indication of what would be 
happening with his helmet, κόρυς, if he had one, just after, that is, the reference to the precise 
location of the wound “beneath the ear,” ὑπ᾽ οὔατος (13.177), instead we get a simile that 
compares his falling to the falling of an ash tree on the “crest,” κορυφῇ (13.179), of a mountain, 
recalling by way of contrast that crest on which we found Poseidon at the opening of the book.  
And lest we doubt the dazzling, ποικίλα (13.181), subtlety of the author’s conceit here, we 
need only look across the line to the man on the other side of the battle named “man on the other 
side of the battle,” Amphi-machos.  For even though he is not struck through the “helmet” that 
crested his head, his κόρυθα (13.188) is nonetheless the paramount prize Hector seeks among 
the armor that rattled down around him when he fell those mere nine lines later required to 
describe the blow and establish his uncompromised pedigree.  Thus I conclude that while the 
merit of Imbrios’ deeds did warrant a finely wrought suit of armor it would have been too much 
for Priam to go so far as to award this would-be bastard son the κόρυς as symbol of the status of 
the κορυστής.  And we may surmise that Hector’s specific interest in stripping Amphimachos of 
his helmet is to lower his status to place him on a par with Imbrios’.  Perhaps the last grizzly 
detail of Imbrios’ death will make this more obvious, stripped of his armor while held up 
overhead, κορυστὰ (13.201), not surprisingly by the Aiantes, his head hewn from his soft, 
ἁπαλῆς (13.202), that is, unprotected, neck,12 cast bowling through the throng, defiled in the 
dust, to the feet of Hector in an image that prefigures, although I will have to resist developing 
this connection that ties all of this into a far grander complex, Achilles’ helmet lost from 
Patroclus’ head and rolling to Hector in sixteen.  And we will need to look at what transpires on 
the Trojan side of the battle in the negotiations between Hector and Poulydamas below, but for 
the moment I turn to the question of Patroclus and the Myrmidons. 
 
12 Richard Janko reminds us (in Kirk vol. IV 72) that decapitation is relatively rare, noting that apart from 
Agamemnon and Peneleos doing so in “unusual circumstances” we have Hector wishing to decapitate Patroclus’ 
helmetless head and Achilles too contemplating severing Hector’s.  The logic behind the linkage of these cases lies 
outside the scope of the present study. 
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Patroclus: Korustês or Protesilaos? 
 
So rolling back from where Imbrios’ rolling head led us now to replace Achilles’ helmet 
back on Patroclus’ head, we come to the moment when in the fourth instance, responding to the 
call from Achilles to “don the armor swiftly,” δύσεο τεύχεα θᾶσσον (16.129), “don the armor” 
he does, thus becoming the one to be given the honor to “wear the helmet,” Πάτροκλος δὲ 
κορύσσετο νώροπι χαλκῷ (16.130), “of glimmering bronze.”  What is less conspicuous is what 
this express indication of Patroclus donning Achilles’ helmet suggests regarding whether 
Patroclus would otherwise have been helmed.  Right from the moment he bids Patroclus “don the 
armor,” Achilles sets out to establish the hierarchy: “don the armor swiftly, and I will rouse the 
laos [λαὸν]” (16.129).  So, Patroclus steps forth as the elite helmeted korustês? 
In contrast to Patroclus’ arming being designated with the verb that designates arming in 
terms of donning the helmet, κορύσσετο (16.130), that of the other Myrmidons is indicated with 
the other verb for “arming,” θωρήσσω, the one that was used, for example, when the great 
swarm of “flowing haired Achaeans were bid to arm for battle,” in book two, θωρῆξαί ἑ κέλευε 
κάρη κομόωντας Ἀχαιοὺς (2.11, 28, 65):  
Μυρμιδόνας δ᾽ ἄρ᾽ ἐποιχόμενος θώρηξεν Ἀχιλλεὺς 
πάντας ἀνὰ κλισίας σὺν τεύχεσιν: 
        (16.155-6) 
 
Approaching the Myrmidons, Achilles armed them 
All by the shelters with armor… 
If Achilles was arming the Myrmidons with the spear and shield we saw established as the 
common gear of the infantry, as at 4.282, the particular fact that the word that is being used here, 
θωρῆξαί, literally indicates donning a θώρηξ, “breastplate,”13 would be no more inaccurate than 
 
13 H. L. Lorimer explains that the term originally referred to the easily pierced leather θώρηξ dating from 
Mycenaean days and is not described in detail offering only minimal protection. Whether our author is sensitive to 
the irony of the term when applied to those superior soldiers equipped with the later metallic θώρηξ is hard to say. 
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it was when applied to the multitude of Achaean swarming bees in book two.  In any event, this 
other word for arming, θώρηξεν, has no doubt been chosen to establish the contrast between 
those Myrmidons who will be subordinate to Patroclus and Patroclus himself who will arm, 
κορύσσετο, by donning the helmet of the leader, κορυστής.  
But there is a glitch, as 16.210ff. recalls directly the Aiantes’ mustering of the ostensibly 
elite band, the “select band of the best soldiers” at 13.128-9, οἳ γὰρ ἄριστοι κρινθέντες, who 
were all equipped with helmets.  Here is the description of the Myrmidons:  
ὣς εἰπὼν ὄτρυνε μένος καὶ θυμὸν ἑκάστου. 
μᾶλλον δὲ στίχες ἄρθεν, ἐπεὶ βασιλῆος ἄκουσαν. 
ὡς δ᾽ ὅτε τοῖχον ἀνὴρ ἀράρῃ πυκινοῖσι λίθοισι 
δώματος ὑψηλοῖο βίας ἀνέμων ἀλεείνων, 
ὣς ἄραρον κόρυθές τε καὶ ἀσπίδες ὀμφαλόεσσαι. 
Beginning of the passage collocated with 13.131-35 
ἀσπὶς ἄρ᾽ ἀσπίδ᾽ ἔρειδε, κόρυς κόρυν, ἀνέρα δ᾽ ἀνήρ:   215 
ψαῦον δ᾽ ἱππόκομοι κόρυθες λαμπροῖσι φάλοισι 
νευόντων, ὡς πυκνοὶ ἐφέστασαν ἀλλήλοισι. 
End of the passage collocated with 13.131-35 
πάντων δὲ προπάροιθε δύ᾽ ἀνέρε θωρήσσοντο   218 
Πάτροκλός τε καὶ Αὐτομέδων ἕνα θυμὸν ἔχοντες 
       (16.210-19; 16.215-17 *≡* 13.131-35 ) 
 
Thus speaking, he roused the strength and spirit [thumos] of each. 
And their ranks pulled more closely together, as they listened to their king. 
And as a man fashions a wall of closely fitting stones, 
Building up a high edifice against the force of the winds, 
Thus did the helmets and bossed shields fit. 
Shield there to Shield arrayed, helmet to helmet, man, yea, to man:   215 
And the horsehair crested helmets with shining horns touched  
As they nodded, so closely fitted where they with each other.   217 
And out in front of them all two men were armed [θωρήσσοντο]   218 
Patroclus and Automedon both possessed of one spirit [thumos]. 
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Given that at 16.166 it seems that Achilles is arming all of the Myrmidons, it would appear 
that all the Myrmidons have donned helmets indiscriminately.  Is this just an exceptional case?  
Does it contradict the evidence presented above that suggests that the common foot soldiers of 
the laos fight without helmets?  And what, again, of the appearance of hoplite-like tactics, 
16.215-17 *≡* 13.131-35?  And what about as well the fact that whereas Patroclus is first 
described as arming alone with the helmet verb κορύσσετο at 130, here he is paired with, indeed 
sharing one thumos with his therapôn Automedon, both described together as armed with the 
other verb θωρήσσοντο (218)? 
It does on first blush appear that “Achilles arms all the Myrmidons” at 16.155-56: θώρηξεν 
Ἀχιλλεὺς πάντας; however, on closer examination we will see that this case may be less clear 
cut than it appears.  The last two feet of 16.156 commence a simile comparing what appears to 
be “all” these Myrmidons to a pack of wolves, but on the other end of the simile at 16.164 the 
referend seems to have shifted to a ‘pack’ of “leaders and commanders of the Myrmidons,” τοῖοι 
Μυρμιδόνων ἡγήτορες ἠδὲ μέδοντες, that is, a seemingly select pack of superior Myrmidons.  
Thus when we hear the reference to “all” those lining up behind Patroclus/Automedon who are 
designated as in front of them, προπάροιθε, again at 16.218, we are left to wonder whether the 
reference might not be rather to only those members of the select ‘pack.’  
We may recall here that the indication that Poseidon was not addressing and redistributing 
armor among the full Achaean force was belied by the one modest phrase ἐν πρώτοισι (14.363).  
Following the passage in question above, 16.210-19, comes an extended description of Achilles 
retiring into his own shelter alone and offering a prayer to Zeus.  In the course of this prayer, at 
240, Achilles indicates that “along with his hetairos [he] sent many Myrmidons,” ἕταρον πέμπω 
πολέσιν μετὰ Μυρμιδόνεσσι.  Should we read ‘many’ as meaning all of a great number of men, 
or just many of them, many selected out from that great collective number, but not all? 
 
All in All 
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While it is obvious that the case of the Myrmidons refers back to book thirteen, it is less 
obvious, but no less critical to note that the passages involving Poseidon’s role in mustering the 
Achaeans in both thirteen and fourteen are specifically linked.  In thirteen Poseidon intervenes 
indirectly and secretly lest Zeus detect him, inspiring the leaders, the Aiantes, to rally the troops.  
In this case we find what appears to be, prima facie, a proto, or even perhaps pseudo hoplite 
phalanx expressly constituted of elite aristoi (I will be coming back to reverse this reading 
below).  In fourteen, the scenario has progressed to another level as noted above (14.362).  Now 
with Hera having incapacitated Zeus, Poseidon intervenes directly, leading himself, αὐτὰρ ἐγὼν 
ἡγήσομαι (14.374), what appears on first blush to be a general collective of the Achaean forces.  
This impression is subtly reinforced with Poseidon’s rallying first person plural exhortation: 
“…let us all be persuaded,” πειθώμεθα πάντες (14.370).  We would be mistaken, however, to 
conclude too quickly that all, πάντες, will be provided with the helmets, κορύθεσσι, uniquely 
described as all-shining, παν*-αίθῃσιν (14.372).  For what else can the author be intending to 
draw our attention to here with the hapax if not that Poseidon was already established as 
addressing not really all the Achaeans, but rather only those who were foremost, ἐν πρώτοισι 
(14.363)? 
Those who would doubt that Homer would make such precise distinctions between “all” 
meaning truly all vs. only all of a select group need only look back to Poseidon’s speech to a 
group of “young Achaeans,” κοῦροι νέοι, at 13.95 leading up to the mustering of the phalanxes 
that gather around the Aiantes for an exact precedent.  He specifically addresses them as “you all 
being the best along the host,” πάντες ἄριστοι ἐόντες (13.117), distinguishing them from those 
others who hang back from battle for being weak (13.118-9), going on to use the word ἕκαστος 
(13.121), “each,” to refer not to each and every member of the host, but only each individual in 
this select group.  Poseidon’s use of all, πάντες at 13.117 to refer actually not to all, but only the 
ἄριστοι whom he is addressing and identifies broadly, indiscriminately, as the Argives at 13.95  
is, moreover to be immediately contrasted with the next reference to that group that the narrator 
refers to as ἄριστοι, that is, the selected ἄριστοι, the ἄριστοι │κρινθέντες (13.128-29).  Are 
these ἄριστοι the same as those Poseidon is addressing, or is it rather that, as inflected in the 
emphasis of the enjambment, it is not only that Ajax has selected out a yet more narrowly 
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identified corps from the broader grouping of aristoi in action, but at once that the narrator has 
‘selected’ them out in his narration―read: our author specially defined them in his 
composition―in order to highlight them as enjoying some special status? 
Poseidon’s interventions and Patroclus’ case all come on a scale of escalating threat to the 
Greek ships.  It is the threat to the ships that brings Poseidon back into the conflict against Zeus’ 
edict in thirteen, and then leads him, with the help of Hera’s ruse, to directly lead the Greeks 
himself in fourteen.  But so also is it the threat to the ships taken to a higher level still that finally 
leads Achilles to allow Patroclus and his Myrmidons to muster, even if he will not yet himself 
return to the fight.  And indeed, I contend that this case combines aspects of those of thirteen and 
fourteen, taking them to a new level.  
Sears contends that the Myrmidons’ similarity to Ajax’ corps in thirteen depends upon 
understanding the Myrmidons en masse as representing an elite corps.  He compares them to 
what he reads as the comparably elite force in thirteen, pointing specifically to the reference to 
the “skilled and crack group of retainers” (148), πολλοί τε καὶ ἐσθλοὶ  |  λαοὶ ἕπονθ᾽ ἕταροι 
(13.709-10), who accompany Telamonian Ajax.  While he does indicate that this specification 
may “serve more to highlight the weakness and temerity of the light-armed Locrians” (148), and 
I will agree that he is on the way here to making a credible argument for the similarity between 
the circumstances described in thirteen and in Patroclus’ case, this reference raises a nagging 
detail that will require a redoubled consideration of the case of the seemingly elite corps of 
thirteen, those who would be presumed to be Ajax’ men, (or perhaps the Aiantes’ combined 
contingents?). 
Two problems surface in connection with this reference.  First, as I note above, while Sears 
is in a sense correct in seeing in their description as ἐσθλοὶ an indication of an elite status, he has 
overlooked the significance of the fact that these hetairoi, whoever they are, are described as 
having been drawn from the laos, λαοὶ.  Sears correctly identifies these hetairoi with the 
ostensibly elite force earlier in thirteen, but fails to recognize that there is a problem with 
identifying them as specifically Ajax’s own men, that is, the men he brought from Salamis.  For 
these hetairoi are specifically compared later in the book to another group, the men that are 
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definitively identified by name as the followers of the lesser Ajax, the Locrians, who were, 
however, not there with the two indissolubly linked Aiantes (stressed at 13.701-2) “because they 
had no helmets,” οὐ γὰρ ἔχον κόρυθας (13.714).  Nor did these Locrians even have shields and 
spears, as noted in a distinctly second statement at 13.715.  This juxtaposition is odd for a few 
reasons: It does establish that the forces currently attending the Aiantes, that is, these ἐσθλοὶ  |  
λαοὶ (13.709-10), must be presumed to be those mustered at 13.125ff. precisely by dint of the 
indirect emphasis on the fact that they do have helmets.  But that they are not identified by name 
as the greater Ajax’s men when the lesser Ajax’s men, the Locrians, are expressly named implies 
that they are not the men that came in the twelve ships with Ajax from Salamis.  But this also 
establishes that the men that did muster in phalanxes around the Aiantes back at the beginning of 
thirteen were thus not only not those of the greater Ajax, but neither those of the lesser.  This 
latter point is made patently evident here at 13.712-18.  
Furthermore, these details from thirteen tell us more about what is imparted in the mustering 
and review of troops in book four.  For we can now say definitively that of the troops behind the 
Aiantes described at 4.272ff. it is only those of Telamonian Ajax who are mentioned as they are 
expressly described as equipped with shields and spears (4.282).  The Locrians are going 
overlooked here for being just part, an even more lightly armed part, of the great blur of the 
“cloud of foot soldiers,” νέφος… πεζῶν described in four (4.274).  But what is more, as I 
pointed out above, the specific indicator of Telamonian Ajax’s men, that they have shields and 
spears, is a particular marker of what it is that distinguishes them as mere foot soldiers in 
contrast to the helmed Aiantes.  Unless I am just somehow pushing all of this too hard, expecting 
just too much detailed accuracy and consistency from our author, this would suggest then that the 
forces behind the Aiantes at 13.709-10, the band of excellent laoi, the ostensibly elite force of 
ἄριστοι (13.128) from the beginning of thirteen, are not Ajax’s own men, not the men mustering 
behind him in four.  Talk about a cloud of foot soldiers!  Am I just making a mess of all this?  
No, this will work out once we recognize that the question that needs to be distilled down out of 
all this is: who is this band of excellent laoi, ἐσθλοὶ λαοὶ, these best men, ἄριστοι, who mustered 
behind Ajax earlier in thirteen?  
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Alright then, back to the beginning with Ajax, to the catalogue, to see if there is perhaps 
anything there.  Lo, next to nothing.  Peculiar thing though, isn’t it, that the great Ajax not only 
gets less air time than the lesser, but indeed the least of all entries?!  Two lines, 2.557-58.  
Indeed, how much more minimal could this entry be,14 almost as if that of a second-class citizen, 
offering only that Ajax brought a rather small contingent of twelve ships and parked them 
alongside the Athenians.  Precious little to go on here, but the little there is is indeed precious. 
For now, as we look back at the much-scrutinized entry for the Athenians, we are equipped to 
read it in a new light.  Later I will have occasion to point back to the fact that Athens is expressly 
identified as Athena’s city.  First, however, we need to look at Menestheus.  
Who is Menestheus?  How is he described?  Well, actually, he is a man of no small 
significance, a real forerunner, an innovator, “like none born before on this earth in the ordering 
of horses and shield-bearing men in battle,” τῷ δ᾽ οὔ πώ τις ὁμοῖος ἐπιχθόνιος γένετ᾽ ἀνὴρ 
κοσμῆσαι ἵππους τε καὶ ἀνέρας ἀσπιδιώτας*15 (2.553-54).  Menestheus is the Athenian 
egalitarian―indeed why not say democratic16 here and now―‘hero,’17 credited by our author, 
 
14 True also of his reference in the teichoscopia.  See Kirk vol. 1, pg. 207.  As will be clear going forward, my 
reading of Ajax’ understated presentation goes in quite the opposite direction, as with my interpretation of his 
famous shield, than Page’s (147). 
15 I will explain below why I indicate this word as a hapax. 
16 I deliberately use the word casually to loosely provoke a certain perspective.  However, for a quick and dirty 
point of evidence see Aristotle’s view of the Athenians in Homer, “That [Theseus] first yielded to the people 
[ὄχλον], as Aristotle says, and did away with the monarchy, Homer seems to bear witness in the catalogue of ships 
when he calls only the Athenians a citizenry [δῆμον (2.547)]” in Plutarch Theseus 25.3 (cited in Higbie, 285).  
Aristotle’s statement that only the Athenians are a dêmos is a bit unclear.  Presumably it must apply only to the 
catalogue, but given the reference to the dêmos of Aisepos at 2.825, perhaps the set must be narrowed further to 
apply only to Greeks in the catalogue. 
17 The idea of identifying Menestheus as ‘hero’ is an issue in that the proper hero, from the proper heroic age, 
of Athens was of course Theseus (expressly established, incidentally, by Nestor―authority of yore―at 1.265).  Of 
Menestheus’ presence Claude Calame states the widely regarded view that, “the insertion of a group of Athenian 
warriors led by Menestheus to the walls of Troy in the Catalogue listing Achaean army contingents undoubtedly 
signals the adaptation of the Homeric narrative to Athenian political circumstances; the occasion of this Athenian 
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his fellow citizen I contend, as inventor of what I moreover contend is the novel mode of 
egalitarian hoplite tactics, the new tactic to be measured favorably against none other than old-
school “Nestor… the one born before”18 (2.555).  Who is Nestor if not the symbol of the old 
bygone aristocratic status quo, and why else is he appearing in apposition to the Athenian 
Menestheus?  As will become increasingly evident as the argument progresses our author 
downplays his own and the Athenians’ significance to obscure his own identity, and he was quite 
successful in throwing analysts off the scent!   
Who are the force of ἄριστοι, of ἐσθλοὶ λαοὶ, whom Ajax leads in thirteen?  It is the 
egalitarian Athenian contingent of helmed hoplite laoi, those for whom the author contrives a 
new term, ἀσπιδιώτας*, “shield-bearing.”  In the next section I will explain why the Myrmidon 
laoi, led by their ‘protesilaos’19 from the laos, will be the only other soldiers to be described thus.  
 
insertion undoubtedly belongs to the Peisistratid rescension of the Homeric poems for their rhapsodic revival in the 
musical contests of the Great Panathenaic games” (11).  In her approach to the surprisingly abbreviated entry for 
Ajax, Carolyn Higbie offers a more extensive treatment of the question of Menestheus’ role recalling the 
Alexandrian sceptics: “the scholia attest to the fact that most of these seven verses were doubted by one Alexandrian 
scholar or another, not because of their construction, but because they were inconsistent with other parts of the poem 
and because of the story that they had been interpolated by the Athenians, who did not have a major role in the 
Trojan War and who were thought to have tried to create one for themselves [emphasis added]” (284-85).  Margalit 
Finkelberg’s position is plain: “As is well known…,” and by now taken for the most part for granted, “… the role 
played in the war by the Athenians is altogether [emphases added] insignificant” (36).  Denys Page’s observation 
that, “nobody in historical times ever knew anything about him except his name [Page’s emphasis],” is important 
although his conclusion regarding Menestheus Mycenaean provenance runs in precisely the wrong direction, as is 
the case with his hypothesis regarding Ajax’ shield, flying in the face of the expressly stated novelty of the hoplite 
tactician!  Rather, the absence of knowledge in historical times is evidence of the late Athenian invention of the 
character and, as I am preparing to argue, provenance of our author.  So, I too might say that Menestheus was, as 
Page puts it, “something of a non-entity” but rather in the sense that he had no historical basis, I cannot help but 
chuckle a bit at imagining him being estimated a “ninny” (146)!  As I am demonstrating here passim the role of the 
Athenians has yet to be appreciated for all it imports. 
18 The description of the aristocratic tactics Nestor advocates, such as that by which the “men before your [that 
is, the time of the elite leaders in chariots, ἱππεῦσιν, whom he is addressing] time sacked tower and city” (4.308), is 
found at 4.292ff. 
19 In my forthcoming study, “XXXXXXXXXXX,” I demonstrate how Patroclus is aligned with Protesilaos in 
the play of the substitutions of therapôn’s triggered by pothê for their fallen leaders laid out schematically in three 
cases in the catalogue in book two; Protesilaos/Podarces (2.695-710); Philoctetes/Medon (2.716-728); 
Achilles/Patroclus (2.771-779).  In short, the three cases lay out first, the exemplary case of Protesilaos who, in 
actually acting righteously as a protesi-laos, that is, first among his laos, is only substituted for after having fallen 
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Indeed, we see this contrast between Nestor and Menestheus resurfacing again in 
Agamemnon’s review of the forces in book four, along with Ajax too.  First, we have the passage 
discussed above, 4.272ff., that describes the forces of the Aiantes. Next, Agamemnon comes 
upon Nestor, 4.292ff., with a description of his tactic wherein the cavalry leads the infantry.  
Next, as it happens, Agamemnon comes upon Menestheus and Odysseus.  While Menestheus is 
described as a driver of horses, the Athenians around him are described as, μήστωρες ἀϋτῆς, 
“councilors of the battle cry,” or something to this effect.  A bit hard to know quite what to make 
of this description of the contingent, but it does seem that in contrast to Nestor’s muster, in 
which the infantry are clearly distinguished from the cavalry, and within the infantry the brave 
are distinguished from the cowardly, here we may have a downplayed reference to the full 
contingent of Athenians as all sharing the generalized and ennobling status of μήστωρες.  Does 
the term suggest they stand as true peers of their tactical leader?  It would seem tricky to try to 
make too much of this statement in itself, but what is interesting is simply the fact that 
Menestheus and the Athenians do ‘just happen’ to reappear here, and in such a passing, indeed 
seemingly perfunctory way, following Nestor’s entry.  Why is this the case if not as a reminder 
of whatever is at stake in the juxtaposition, the comparison, or, as I read it, the comparison, in the 
catalogue? 
For the moment let’s put it this way: our author, our Athenian author, favors Menestheus’ 
newly conceived Athenian ‘ἄριστοι’ over the likes of Nestor’s old school aristocrats.  We need 
only follow the Athenians to complete this proof. 
 
while leading his men into battle; the second case indicates a legitimate exception in which the leader, Philoctetes, is 
substituted for legitimately for having been incapacitated; while the third case points forward to the illegitimate case 
in which Achilles allows his therapôn to substitute, and die, for him while still living.  Whereas Protesilaos’ name is 
deployed allegorically, his therapôn’s “Podarces,” borrowed from the epithet of Achilles, is outright invented, in 
order to set off the contrast between the first and third cases: Patroclus, like Protesilaos, leads his hetairoi 
righteously into battle as a proper protesi-laos.  His death gives rise to pothê which triggers his ‘therapôn,’ his 
‘Podarces,’ ποδάρκης δῖος Ἀχιλλεύς, to be subject to the ironic role reversal of serving as Patroclus acting substitute.  
We will see below that this complex that plays out through the trajectory of Achilles’ curse of pothê comes together 
as these particular names resurface together again at 13.693 around Menestheus. 
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In book twelve we find what we are looking for as Ajax joins with the Athenians.  At 12.331 
Menestheus resurfaces for a rare appearance as Sarpedon and the Lycians are threatening to 
breech the Achaean defenses.  The narrator tells us that Menestheus scans the rampart looking 
for one of the leaders, ἡγεμόνων (12.334); what the narrator does not tell us explicitly is that he 
is specifically looking for Telamonian Ajax.  The author opts here for him to see, as if by mere 
happenstance, the Aiantes together to blur just slightly the close association already in place 
from the catalogue between Telamonian Ajax and the Athenians.  It is not difficult to deduce 
from what follows, however, when we know what to look for.  The pitch of battle is too great for 
Menestheus to call over to Ajax, so he must dispatch a herald and instructs him to “summon 
Ajax, or better, both the Aiantes” (12.335).  So, he would prefer the greater force of the pair 
together, but his thoughts turned first to Telamonian Ajax.  And that Telamonian Ajax is the 
more important to him is clear when he indicates at 12.349 to at least summon him if both cannot 
break away.  And such turns out to be the case as Ajax must break away from his counterpart, 
promising, however, to return promptly (12.369).  And Ajax’ allegiance to Menestheus must be 
considerable if he is willing to break away atypically from his lesser counterpart at such a 
difficult moment.  At 12.373 Ajax arrives to Menestheus and at 12.377 Ajax “cast forward to 
fight with them.” 
And we may conclude that indeed once the Aiantes have been reunited in thirteen the 
Athenians have come along with Ajax for it is Menestheus and another Athenian archos, 
Stichios—whose name should be understood to mean ‘typical man of the hoplite phalanx’—who 
carry Amphimachos, helmet intact, as discussed above, back among the Achaean laoi (13.195-
96).  The linkage with Amphimachos is significant, moreover, when we recall that he serves as 
the helmeted counterpart of Imbrios whose case prefigures the trajectory of Achilles’ helmet first 
in association with Patroclus, and then in a heretofore unseen connection with Euphorbos’ case 
in seventeen,20 and finally with Hector in the final showdown of the paramount heroes.  But just 
 
20 In my forthcoming study “XXXXXXXX,” I disclose what has gone entirely unseen in Euphorbos’ cameo 
and dismiss commonly held notions that with respect to certain apparent discrepancies in the events involving 
Euphorbos, Patroclus’ corpse, and Achilles’ armor, that Homer is “nodding,” as some are inclined to put it now and 
again, some even rash enough to smugly estimate themselves equipped to critique this author! 
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as important is it to recognize that the reference to Athena’s (along with Ares’) approval, or 
rather lack of disapproval of this novel Athenian phalanx formation of ‘aristoi’ laoi rings in the 
apt one time use for Athena of the epithet λαοσσόος,21 “she who urges on the laos,” virtually in 
apposition to the selected ἄριστοι, the aristoi laoi, that is,  
ἀμφὶ δ᾽ ἄρ᾽ Αἴαντας δοιοὺς ἵσταντο φάλαγγες 
καρτεραί, ἃς οὔτ᾽ ἄν κεν Ἄρης ὀνόσαιτο μετελθὼν 




And around the dual Aiantes stood the phalanxes  
Strong, and neither Ares disapproved of them coming on, 
Nor Athena as she led the laos, who were indeed the best ones 
Selected… 
For Athena’s presence here recalls the reference to her in the foundation myth of Erectheus in the 
catalogue entry for the Athenians at 2.547.  These are the novel hoplite φάλαγγες who figure so 
atypically22 as one of the few substantive details of Ajax’ catalogue entry, ἵσταντο φάλαγγες, in 
this key one time collocation, 13.126 *≡* 2.558, confirming as well that Ajax’ position alongside 
Menestheus in the catalogue involves what we may presume to be the adoption of the Athenian 
tactics for his own Salamanians, although, it seems, without this contingent being helmed.23 
 
21 The epithet appears only four time total, once each for Athena, Ares, Eris, and Apollo. 
22 Finkelberg captures the traditional perspective aptly in stating that the reference to “φάλαγγες instead of the 
usual νῆες is obviously out of line” (1990 31).  No, not so much ‘out’ of line as in the novel line, or στίχες, Stichios’ 
namesake. 
23 Finkelberg points out that this “detailed indication of the contingent’s location is unique in the catalogue” 
(31).  I must resist getting too deeply drawn into the question of Salamis, Solon, and the Megarians.  I will say, 
however, that it is quite interesting to see the provincialism of the Megarians in essentially only reacting to the 
Athenian contingent as interpolated since, according to my discoveries, most of the key elements of the poem 
constitute something that could, I guess, be termed an ‘Athenian interpolation’ as a gross understatement!  In my 
forthcoming book length study, XXXXXXXX, I argue that the poem’s entire agenda is Athenian.  How telling to see 
that the ancients, even those with a keen political eye for an Athenian agenda, were not necessarily any better at 
reading our Iliad than the generations of analysts to follow.  The same may be said of Aristotle given his credence in 
Homer’s Salamis, as evident in Rhetoric 1375b26-30.  It is worth noting, however, that our author is himself hardly 
susceptible to a charge of petty provincialism given the restraint he exhibits in the subtlety of the link he contrives 
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As we progress further in thirteen to Menestheus’ last appearance (although not his last 
mention at 15.331 to which I will turn below) and approach the point where this loop back to 
Menestheus and the Athenians began in considering who this select force is that Ajax leads, we 
see (in that moment I referred to in note 19 above) indeed not only that it was these select 
Athenians that accompanied Ajax, but, of all peoples, the Phthians…  No, not, of course, 
Achilles’ Phthian Myrmidons—although by now it should be clear we should recognize that the 
author expects us to be thinking of how all of this is building up to the return of Patroclus and the 
Myrmidons in sixteen—but rather another group of Phthians that brings together Podarces, the 
leader from Phthian Phylace, that is, the defining case of the legitimate therapôn-substitution for 
Protesilaos from the catalogue, and, of all people, that bastard Medon, the exceptional, yet 
legitimate, substitute for Philoctetes and erstwhile leader of his troops, who, by what is an 
obvious contrivance, has found himself now conjoined with Podarces: πρὸ Φθίων δὲ Μέδων 
τε… Ποδάρκης (13.693).24  It is no accident that the Athenians, whose hoplite tactics ennoble 
the laos, the aristoi laoi, reappear as aligned with those two other contingents who, as will be the 
case of the Myrmidons in sixteen, are being led by their therapôn substitutes for their original 
promachoi leaders, Protesilaos and Philoctetes.  Thus the author confirms his own provenance in 
linking his subtly wrought role for his Athenian countryman with the programmatic indication of 
his rejection of the tradition of the Muse in his manipulation of these characters in the catalogue 
of ships.25  
 
between Ajax and the Athenian contingent.  This is not to say that his understated approach is not all the more 
effective just the same in establishing the link in the minds of those who misread his text as genuinely archaic.  
  It is worth noting, however, that the putative Megarian lines reported by Strabo omit the term φάλαγγες 
(2.558), unique in the catalogue, which I will argue in a moment is an indication of the specifically Athenian arrayal 
of forces.  On this, see Higbie. 
24 It is worth mentioning here that R. M. Frazer is correct in extending Wade-Gery’s (citing pg. 54) recognition 
of the similarity of Podarces’ and Medon’s role in the catalogue in mustering troops in the absence of their leaders to 
include Menestheus (265).  Although Frazer is not seeing what is at stake in the comparison between Menestheus 
and Nestor, he is more generous in his recognition of the status of the Athenian leader: “the praise he receives is 
very great and goes beyond the traditional formulation” (265).  
25 Again, as I argue in my essay, “XXXXXXX…” 
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I close this section with Menestheus’ last appearance on the field with the Athenians: 
οἳ μὲν Ἀθηναίων προλελεγμένοι: ἐν δ᾽ ἄρα τοῖσιν 
ἦρχ᾽ υἱὸς Πετεῶο Μενεσθεύς, οἳ δ᾽ ἅμ᾽ ἕποντο 
Φείδας τε Στιχίος… 
        (13.689-91) 
 
And there also were the selected/aforementioned Athenians, and among them 
Their leader son of Peteos Menestheus, followed by  
Pheidas and Stichios and… 
My reader should now be prepared to see that these “selected,” προλελεγμένοι, Athenians are 
those “aristoi selected” by Ajax in action, ἄριστοι κρινθέντες, that is, those Athenians 
“aforementioned,” προλελεγμένοι—if only in less than openly obvious terms—by our narrator, 
read: construed by our author, at 13.128-29.  
So, in contrast to the mere appearance of an egalitarian meritocracy in Poseidon’s mustering 
of the foremost aristocratic men in fourteen, we have in this Athenian contingent the mere 
appearance of an elite who are in fact the ‘aristoi’ laoi practicing egalitarian hoplite tactics.  If 
we reread 13.125-29 now more carefully, it is clear that were these ‘aristoi’ drawn from the 
aristocratic elite then Athena’s epithet, λαοσ-σόος, would be ill-chosen.  For we are not to 
imagine the Aiantes here following the model of the goddess as superior aristocratic leader (in 
which retrograde and herein superseded guise, incidentally, we do see in her icon on Achilles’ 
mythical second shield) driving on a band of lowly laoi since the force to be driven on are a 
group of ‘aristoi’—the term is now spun ironically against the aristocracy—selected out from the 
broader ranks.  No, Ajax is following the model of a new Athena, an [Ἀθηναίη λαοσ-σόος]*, we 
could call her an Athena who drives the laos from the laos..  This novel reading of the epithet 
along with the fact that it is only applied to Athena in this one special instance warrants the 
indication for the phrase of a hapax in effect.  
But, this all said, we are not done as it is still not even as simple as this.  For we will see that 
while this Athenian band of aristoi laoi define Ajax’ force, they will also be joined by other 
aristocratic elite, that is, proper old school elites, riled up by Poseidon from those dispirited 
younger leaders who had fallen back from the line.  This will make sense below.  
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The last we will hear of Menestheus and his Athenians comes once Poseidon has withdrawn, 
the hoplite phalanx broken, and the Greek forces “thrown into confusion,” κεδασθείσης (15.328), 
with the death of Menestheus’ trusted hetairos Stichios, “typical man of the hoplite line,” and his 
Boeotian ally Arkesilaos,26 “leader of the laos” (15.329).  With this turn of the battle Achilles 
will send Patroclus, the one deserving of the epithet protesilaos by dint of merit, to his untoward 
death.  
 
Hard to Tell All: Hoplites and Aristoi 
 
To more completely assess the bearing of Ajax’ alliance with the Athenians upon the case of 
Patroclus and the Myrmidons we need to pull back for an overview of books eleven through 
nineteen.  Book eleven opens with a reference to the positions of Achilles’ and Ajax’ ships at 
either end to frame the comparison that will play out between Ajax’ role vis-à-vis the Athenians 
(and other forces that join with them) and Achilles/Patroclus vis-à-vis the Myrmidons.  The 
frame opens with Agamemnon’s arming and closes with Achilles’.  The opening sections of 
eleven clear the field of the major warriors to make way for Ajax to step definitively to the fore.  
On the other side Hector fights with Poulydamas at his side.  Agamemnon steps to the fore for 
his classic aristeia until forced to withdraw wounded.  The formation behind Agamemnon is 
traditional, that is, all the leaders and those who follow are arranged εὖ κατὰ κόσμον (11.48), 
and, as noted above, “foot soldiers killed foot soldiers… and horsemen killed horsemen” 
(11.150-51).  And so it goes until first is wounded Agamemnon, then Diomedes, and then 
Odysseus leading to the first instance of a threat of a “great pothê” at 11.471, prefiguring the 
great pothê that will be wrought with the death of Patroclus at 17.690.  So with the deactivation 
of these major basileis the field is left open by the end of eleven to Ajax. 
 
26 Who appears only here apart from his unremarkable listing in the catalogue. 
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With the opening of twelve the wall is established as the focal point of action.  The special 
requirements of the fighting by the wall and ditch force the de facto adoption of hoplite tactics on 
both sides of the line.  
So, on the Trojan side, Poulydamas steps to the fore as advisor to Hector.  His first exchange 
with Hector sets up the dynamic tension between the aristocratic mounted fighters and the 
subordinate laoi foot soldiers that will be critical in untangling the complexities of Patroclus’ role 
as leader of the laos from the laos.  At 12.61ff. Poulydamas argues in essence for situational, or 
de facto, adoption of egalitarian hoplite tactics.  The interplay between the mounted aristocrats 
and foot soldiers plays out in a subtle shift in the usage of πᾶς, “all,” which prefigures those seen 
above in connection with Poseidon and the Aiantes: 
ἀλλ᾽ ἄγεθ᾽ ὡς ἂν ἐγὼ εἴπω πειθώμεθα πάντες:  
ἵππους μὲν θεράποντες ἐρυκόντων ἐπὶ τάφρῳ, 
αὐτοὶ δὲ πρυλέες σὺν τεύχεσι θωρηχθέντες 
Ἕκτορι πάντες ἑπώμεθ᾽ ἀολλέες… 
         (12.75-78) 
 
But come on now and lets us all be persuaded of what I am saying 
With the therapontes holding the horses back here by the ditch, 
Let us fight on foot in our armor 
All following Hector in a throng… 
When Poulydamas, who must be understood to be a member of the dêmos or laos,27 and is 
in a sense playing up to Hector, first says all, πάντες (75), he is speaking nonetheless to such as 
would participate in a boulê and has in mind the select group of leaders and decision makers.  
But in his second use of πάντες (78) three lines later, all truly means all, for ‘all’ (75) those who 
were once high and mighty dismount and join truly all (78) of the soldiers as de facto fellow 
πρυλέες, “foot soldiers.”  Well almost all, as there is one especially high and mighty Asios, a 
“leader of men,” who is unwilling to follow Poulydamas’ advise, even be it accorded ironically 
 
27 While James Redfield’s indication of the unfolding contest between Poulydamas and Hector that, 
“Polydamas is right and Hector is wrong” (146) is sound, the question as to whose position is to be read 
sympathetically should now be reviewed in light of what is emerging here of our author’s Athenian sensibilities. 
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the dignity of being referred to by the narrator as a βουλῇ (12.109), but who would also, despite 
his “pride in his horses and chariots,” ἵπποισιν καὶ ὄχεσφιν ἀγαλλόμενος (12.114), not prevail in 
the fight.  
When the volley of stone snowflakes fall, they fall equally upon those in helmets as upon 
those with just shields: κόρυθες…καὶ ἀσπίδες ὀμφαλόεσσαι28 (12.160-61).  And equally upon 
the Greeks as the Trojans; equally upon the highest crests of mountains, ὑψηλῶν ὀρέων 
κορυφὰς (12.282), as on the lowlands, πεδία (12.283), as upon truly all things, ἄλλά τε πάντα 
(12.285); for in the view of the Aiantes “the work falls upon all” equally, ἔπλετο ἔργον ἅπασι 
(12.271) that is, upon any man whosoever, ὅν τινα (12.268), be he exceptional, ἔξοχος, or 
middling, μεσήεις, or worse, χερειότερος (12.269-70).  The indirect reference to the helmet motif 
in the second simile of the snow recalls as well the indirect reference to the absence of a helmet 
in Imbrios’ case also in the simile at 13.179, where he is described as dropping like an ash tree 
“on the crest of a mountain,” ἥ τ᾽ ὄρεος κορυφῇ.  And the play on “all” referring either to a 
select group or truly all of the forces as seen later first with Poseidon and then the Myrmidons is 
also already in place in the contrast between Poulydamas’ and the Aiantes’ speeches. 
Between these two snow similes, we find Hector and Poulydamas again, this time as they 
witness the portent of the eagle and snake.  As evident in his vision of a sycophantic 
Poulydamas, J. B. Hainsworth is apparently unable even to imagine the possibility of class 
conflict in Poulydamas’ confrontation with Hector as he asks “why should Poulydamas, son of 
one of Priam’s councilors and ἑταῖρος of Hector, associate himself with the δῆμος?,” going on to 
state: “Hektor is as good as a king and has a king’s temper; accordingly Poulydamas speaks 
ingratiatingly, ‘It is the business of your humble servant σὸν δὲ κράτος αἰὲν ἀέξειν’” (in Kirk 
vol. III 341).  When, however, we think of Hector rather as a prince and Poulydamas of the 
dêmos as his contemporary, born on the same night—and let’s not forget the youth of both his 
 
28 I note here that the specific characterization of these shields as “bossed,” ὀμφαλόεσσαι, will be of 
significance below. 
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brothers, Euphorbos (16.808) and Hyperenor (17.25)—we can make better sense of the tensions 
behind his words at 12.211-14: 
Ἕκτορ ἀεὶ μέν πώς μοι ἐπιπλήσσεις ἀγορῇσιν 
ἐσθλὰ φραζομένῳ, ἐπεὶ οὐδὲ μὲν οὐδὲ ἔοικε 
δῆμον ἐόντα παρὲξ ἀγορευέμεν, οὔτ᾽ ἐνὶ βουλῇ 
οὔτέ ποτ᾽ ἐν πολέμῳ, σὸν δὲ κράτος αἰὲν ἀέξειν: 
Which I would translate as:  
Hector, in one way or another you are always rebuking me in assembly [agora] 
although I offer honorable counsel, and it is not fitting that you should  
harangue me so excessively [παρὲξ ἀγορευέμεν] for being a man of the dêmos,  
    neither in the boulê 
nor in battle, in order ever to aggrandize your own power. 
These are not, to my ear, the words of a sycophantic follower of a king, but rather those of 
the well intentioned non-aristocratic contemporary of a prince who can spar against Hector’s 
physical prowess with his own superior judgment and skills in speaking, one not afraid to say 
what he “thinks best,” δοκεῖ εἶναι ἄριστα (12.215), with perhaps a hint of competitive irony on 
the last word in this line.  As noted above, we are seeing through the course of these books the 
definition of what is ‘aristos’ being revalued in light of the Athenian forces behind Ajax. 
We might, nonetheless, ask why Hector accepted Poulydamas’ advise earlier in the book to 
adopt the de facto role of a mere πρυλής (12.77), “foot soldier,” if here Poulydamas will 
anticipate the prince standing on his superior status.  First, I would say that it is not so much that 
Hector positively embraces Poulydamas’ advise, as that it “is not bothersome” to him, ἀπήμων 
(12.80).  At 12.61ff. the context in which Hector fields his council explains the difference.  
Poulydamas is speaking with Hector and a limited band of leaders, that is, in what is an 
essentially impromptu boulê, such that the sort of prestige of the perhaps somewhat insecure 
prince to which Poulydamas’ points at 12.214 is not at stake among the full host of Trojans.  He 
can thus go along with the advice without having to acknowledge it more broadly as having 
come from his inferior.  This might seem to be belied at 12.108 where the Trojans are described 
as willingly following Poulydamas’ boulê.  However, these are the words of the narrator, not 
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some character engaged in the action, and thus we cannot determine whether it is the councilor 
or just the substance of his counsel, sanctioned and claimed by their aristocratic leader and 
described by the narrator, that they are aligning with.  Just because the narrator knows that the 
boulê came originally from Poulydamas, do the Trojans, or even Asios, for that matter?  In any 
event, however aware the rest of the Trojans may be of Poulydamas’ role, he is nonetheless 
identified as “blameless,” ἀμωμήτοιο. 
With the portent of the eagle and the snake, however, the context has become patently public 
involving the observation and participation of the full dêmos, that is, in an impromptu general 
agora.  The snake is lying right there in the midst, ἐν μέσσοισι, of the full Trojan contingent as a 
portent, τέρας (12.209), calling out to be interpreted as disclosing the objective and authoritative 
will of Zeus.  That the author has the question of the mantic’s authority in mind is clear in 
Poulydamas’ avowal that although he, technically, has not such authority, he alludes to such by 
reporting on how a duly authorized stratomantis would interpret the portent.  It is his suggestion 
alone of such authority, of mantic kratos, as potentially trumping the kratos (12.214) of a king, or 
worse, a mere prince, and his doing so in assembly, ἀγορῇσιν (12.211), that calls forth the 
excessive, παρὲξ (2.213), response Poulydamas foresaw. 
But the opposition of the aristocratic and egalitarian ethoi framed in these exchanges 
between Hector and Poulydamas and the two snow similes comes to its clearest expression in the 
opposition in the contest between Sarpedon and Menestheus.  On the Trojan side we have 
Sarpedon, would-be old school Mycenaean aristocratic wanax obliged to pursue kleos as a 
basileus on the field of battle; on the Greek side Menestheus, the democratic Athenian who 
instituted the unprecedented egalitarian tactics.  
We should not be fooled by the apparently noble tone of the mock traditional narrator’s 
simile for Sarpedon as a “hungry lion” at 12.290ff., for as we read Sarpedon’s own words to 
Glaucos at 12.310ff., we see that he would really rather be “feeding on the fat sheep,” those 
golden Mycenaean μῆλα (12.319), back on his estate in Lycia along with a nice bottle of Chianti.  
As we move on from Sarpedon’s apology for the aristocratic class, we are back again with 
Menestheus at 12.330ff. looking for his ally Telamonian Ajax to join up with his egalitarian 
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hoplite phalanx on the other side of the wall.  Telamonian Ajax promised the lesser Ajax that he 
would return after assisting Menestheus, and he did.  The author, however, opts not to narrate 
exactly how this happens, instead turning the attention at the opening of thirteen to the conflict 
between Zeus and Poseidon.  Next we see Ajax he is acting again in concert with his counterpart, 
stressed in the dual forms at 13.46ff.  I conclude that the author opts not to narrate the details of 
their reunion as he is suppressing the critical fact that once Sarpedon has been rejected and the 
pitch of battle has turned elsewhere to Hector’s assault on the wall, Telamonian Ajax returns 
with the Athenians behind him.  At 13.81ff. Poseidon turns to rousing the dispirited and 
generally identified ‘Achaeans’ behind the lines.  The mention of Leito and Peneleos (13.91) in 
the short list he addresses, as leaders of the Boeotians, serves to confirm later in the book, at 
13.685 where their contingent is openly associated with Menestheus and the Athenians (13.689-
91), that they are joining the Athenians already fighting with the Aiantes.  But we don’t have to 
wait that long to find the Athenians again for they are clearly there in the forefront as Stichios 
and Menestheus, specifically called out as ‘leaders of the Athenians,’ carry Amphimachos back 
to the generalized “Achaean laos” (13.196), as pointed out above in association with the helmet 
motif.  
I pause for a moment to point out that the author is, again, disingenuously exploiting the 
traditional epic emphasis on the leaders to deliberately obscure the presence of the 
Athenians―the Athenian laoi, the Athenian aristoi laoi―as we will see as well with something 
similar in the case of the Myrmidons below.  But he did already signal as much to us, in a 
moment that recalls his narrator’s mock modesty in introducing the catalogue of forces in two,29 
back at 12.176 where he suggests that he is, once again, just not up to the task of identifying all 
of the forces and their whereabouts, adding one more layer of ironic implication to this term:  
ἀργαλέον δέ με ταῦτα θεὸν ὣς πάντ᾽ ἀγορεῦσαι 
 
For it would be hard for me to account [ἀγορεῦσαι] for all of these, as if I were a god… 
 
29 Again, as I present in, “XXXXXXXXX…”. 
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As if. And we should now more fully appreciate the resonances attaching to the narrator’s 
reflexive use of πάντα here. 
The mainland catalogue at 13.685ff., as noted above, ties it all together: the Athenians; 
Medon now linked with Podarces confirming the logic the substitution of the therapôn under the 
brunt of pothê of book two; Ajax as the current de facto substitute for Achilles; the presence of 
the Phthians anticipating Patroclus’ substitution for Achilles.  No surprise that Achilles is now on 
Poulydamas’ mind and lips, nor that Hector, in reframing Poulydamas’ latest council as an order 
to him as if he had conceived it himself, is compared to a “snowy mountain” (13.754). 
After the drama that plays out between Poseidon and Zeus in fifteen, Apollo is tasked by 
Zeus to rouse Hector from the hit he suffered from Ajax at 14.409ff.  This intervention marks the 
end of the provisional hoplite tactics advised by Poulydamas and adopted at 12.61ff., and return 
to the traditional aristocratic mode of cavalry assault.  That Hector had never really been himself 
when serving as a lowly πρυλής is evident in the simile of the corn fed horse that breaks free to 
gallop to a swimming place, his mane flowing freely in the water.  However, there is a bit of a 
stutter step at this juncture in the form of the “long strides,” μακρὰ βιβάς, that Hector takes at 
15.307.  This last moment when Hector fights on foot would seem to highlight the fact that he 
has one last task to accomplish before getting back in the saddle, so to speak, namely, breaking 
the Achaeans’ hoplite line.  
That the Greeks, led by Ajax, however, are still in democratic hoplite mode is hinted by the 
reference to Thoas’ rhetorical skill in the agora, ἀγορῇ 15.283, and by the fact that it is 
specifically young men, κοῦροι (15.284), who debate in this assembly.  We may compare in this 
regard the boulæ of books one and two officiated by Nestor.  Moreover, the short list of Achaean 
forces at 15.300 is consistent with my conclusion above that the forces that Poseidon had been 
rallying behind the lines at 13.81ff. joined Ajax already accompanied by the Athenians, as here 
Ajax figures first in the list, followed by a couple of those specifically mentioned in thirteen, 
Teucros and Meriones, among others.  Just the same, these forces constitute an elite of men that 
these leaders call upon, ἀριστῆας καλέσαντες (15.303), and are expressly distinguished from the 
general host, πληθὺν (15.295), by Thoas who suggests they should be dismissed to fall back to 
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the ships while they fight on the line, while in addressing these leaders Thoas again uses πᾶς to 
refer to this select group at 15.294.  Yet this select group of leaders who debate in the open agora 
are an elite constituted by merit as opposed to the aristocrats who hold sway in the closed boulê, 
be it those now cleared of the field who attend Nestor and Agamemnon, or those to whom 
Poulydamas provided council now mounted again on the other side of the wall.  
While understated, it is clear that the Athenian-inspired and manned hoplite phalanx has 
been broken when the “line is scattered,” κεδασθείσης ὑσμίνης (15.328), and Hector kills 
Stichios, the quintessential Athenian hoplite “lineman” and thus symbol for the hoplite formation 
itself, along with Arkesilaos, the Boeotian “leader of the laos,” again confirming back at 13.91 
the addition of the Boeotian forces led by Leitos and Peneleos to the Athenians already mustered 
with Ajax.  But I am left wondering what to make of Iasos, the one “made archos of the 
Athenians,” that is, what to make of the process whereby he came to be archos.  I cannot recall 
another instance in which someone is made archos in the homeric poems.30 
 
Leader of the Laos from the Laos 
 
While the pathway back to Patroclus’ moment with the Myrmidons has been long and 
arduous, in no small measure attributable to our narrator’s ‘inability’ to tell all—read: our 
author’s covert Athenian agenda—I now turn to the correlation of the Athenian forces who 
mustered around Ajax in thirteen and the mustering of the Myrmidons around Patroclus in 
sixteen.  We already saw how the two exceptional cases in the paradigm of pothê substitution 
from the catalogue, Medon and Podarces, were tied in with the Athenians above in association 
with Ajax.  But these Athenian forces are also connected to the Myrmidons directly in the third 
leg of the triangle of collocations in their being described with the same term that was used for 
 
30 Apart from other instances in which leaders are established by a chief, such as the five ἡγεμόνας Achilles 
appoints over the Myrmidon contingents, I see only Odysseus appointing an archos at Od.10.204. 
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the “shield-bearers,” ἀσπιδιώτας*31 (2.554 *≡* 16.167), of Menestheus’ formation in the 
catalogue.  The association with the hoplite formation of thirteen, 13.131-33 *≡* 16.215-18, is 
openly evident; that the association is with the Athenians, and the Athenians as a new kind of 
elite force, is, I contend, confirmed by the author’s hapax.  And this association must be brought 
forward in detailed consideration of Patroclus’ relationship with the Myrmidons and how it 
compares with Achilles’.  If disclosing the role of the Athenians was arduous, the case of the 
Myrmidons’ will prove even more challenging. 
At the crux of the case, the fourth and ultimate case of the Myrmidons to which all this has 
been building, is the question of whether all of them go out armed and helmed with Patroclus, or 
whether he is fighting only with a select group of them.  We must not forget two important 
aspects for what follows, where the latter was, however, obscured by our narrator, ‘who could 
not’―by our author, who would not32―tell all, namely, first, relatively evident: as a general rule, 
not all soldiers are helmed; second, quite concealed: despite the fact that we may mistakenly 
suppose that the helmed forces locked together in hoplite formation at 13.131-33 were 
constituted of a selected elite from the broader host, those following the younger leaders 
Poseidon roused from the behind the lines named at 13.91-93, these forces were already joining 
what we must suppose were the full Athenian contingent who fought in Menestheus’ hoplite 
formation as a rule, the novel de jure rule.33  It was this combined contingent of selected men 
 
31 While Chaintraine’s statement that the term “s’explique certainement [added] par la métrique” doesn’t get us 
anywhere, Kirk does at least recognize that in sixteen it figures in an important moment and imagines a 
“Panathenaic competitor” (vol. 2 207). I point out, however, how fitting it is that the ‘Panathenaic competitor’ who 
is the author of our Iliad would coin an unprecedented term, carrying the emphatic force of a hapax, to describe the 
exponents of Menestheus’ unprecedented hoplite formation. 
32 The notion that the homeric narrator ‘would not tell all,’ that is, that our would-be traditional epic poet, or 
rather author, would not be operating entirely on the level, would be withholding elements of critical significance, is 
nowhere more patently in evidence, or rather in the absence of evidence, in the case of Euphorbos as I demonstrate 
in that closely related study. 
33 Sears’ point (passim) that we should understand that there is not one uniform tactic across the various forces 
is worth noting here, although he fails to recognize how the author is employing what were no doubt at root actual 
historically based differences, at least certainly in the broad terms of the hoplite revolution that is clearly referenced 
here by the author’s presentation of Menestheus, as manipulated elements in a precisely crafted literary construction. 
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from among the Achaeans along with the Athenians, ‘aristoi’ by a new egalitarian measure, who 
mustered behind the paradigmatic πρυλής, “foot soldier,” and allegorical (hoplite) shield,34 Ajax, 
who were all together in their mixed condition found in no way wanting by “Athena, leader of 
the laos,” Ἀθηναίη λαοσσόος.  
This sort of equivocation on equality where the egalitarian ethos of the Athenians is 
obscured behind the selection of what appears to be an elite, or, the converse, in the case where 
Poseidon’s mock meritocratic gesture of sharing armor obscures the fact that his edict applies 
only to the foremost fighters, plays out through the subtle distinctions and shiftings in the use of 
πᾶς.  Moreover, just such equivocations and oppositions are at work on each side of, and across, 
the line as well, playing out on the Trojan side in the opposition of the aristocratic and 
democratic ethoi framed out in the tensions between Hector and Poulydamas in the context of 
their de facto adoption of hoplite tactics vs. Sarpedon’s de jure apology for the privileged class― 
necessitated it would seem, moreover, by dint of his being pressed to serve on the same playing 
field alongside the rest of the infantry as a de facto foot soldier―on the one hand; and, on the 
other, in the opposition across the line wherein the aristocratic Trojans’ attack first calls forth the 
specialized Athenian hoplite formation serving by pointed comparison to deny aristocrat 
Sarpedon’s isolated assault.  Then, as the action drifts away to the point of Hector’s attack the 
adoption of the hoplite tactic by the expanded forces behind Ajax, can be (mis)read as only a de 
facto, situational, exigency.  The scenario in which these tactics, Menestheus’, surface, 
moreover, in the defending of the wall, allows the constitutively novel tactic in its fully realized 
sixth century form with all its socio-political implications to blend away transparently as not 
ostensibly inconsistent with the wider faux archaic tactics, Nestor’s, feigned by the ‘epic.’ 
It is in the light of all of this complexity that we must take on the details of Patroclus’ case.  
The first hint that we should be thinking back to thirteen comes at 16.5 when Achilles is referred 
 
34 Let me now thus restate that I roundly reject Page’s notion of Ajax’ shield as a Mycenaean holdover (232ff.). 
Ajax is the least Mycenaean of the heroes and the most positively portrayed; never shies from a fight, steps up to 
duel Hector, stands in to save Patroclus’ corpse, etc. 
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to with his ‘traditional’ epithet ποδάρκης.  The last we heard the word35 was in reference to 
Protesilaos’ therapôn at 13.693 linked up not only with Medon, but also those other Phthians that 
accompanied Ajax and Menestheus’ Athenians.  A bit awkward too for the epithet to be applied 
again here to Achilles in that the key point of sixteen is that he is still cooling his heels, still not 
going anywhere anytime soon.  And we mustn’t forget that Ajax is still battling away in defense 
of Protesilaos’ ship, the first set afire, and the point, fittingly, of protesi-laos Patroclus’ imminent 
entry into battle.  
Reviewing again some of the details discussed above, Achilles bids Patroclus arm as he 
summons the laos (16.129); as he ascends to his new status, Patroclus first takes on the 
appearance of an aristocratic leader as he “helms,” κορύσσετο (16.130); Achilles “arms 
[θώρηξεν] all [πάντας]―whatever this means―the Myrmidons in gear” (16.155-56); they 
(apparently all the Myrmidons) are compared to wolves going into the wolf simile at 16.156, but 
on the other end of the simile the referend has shifted to (or, is being specified as having been), 
just the leaders and councilors (16.164).  It is at this point that the question of whether actually 
all the Myrmidons are mustering with Patroclus or not arises.  And then finally, again with the 
last leg of the triangle of collocations, we find Achilles here on the other end of the simile urging 
on “both the horses and the spear-bearing men,” ἵππους τε καὶ ἀνέρας ἀσπιδιώτας*, with that 
phrase that hearkens back to the Athenian entry in the catalogue (16.167 *≡* 2.554).  
In spelling out the array of forces by battalions of men headed by individual leaders,36 the 
Myrmidon catalogue seems to perpetuate the question I find with the wolf simile.  Is Patroclus 
accompanied by all the Myrmidons, or only a select elite as would moreover seem to be 
suggested by the deliberate hearkening at 16.215-17 back to the select, if not properly elite, 
forces mustered by Ajax at 13.131-33?  Or is the extended collocation just to be accounted for 
according to Sears’ solution, namely that the entire Myrmidon force is a specialized elite band?  
 
35 In fact, that epithet has yet only been used a couple of times beyond those of books one and two; 6.423 and 
11.599, and a total of four times so far as epithet against twice as the contrived name of the therapôn. 
36 And I cannot but surmise that we should hear a reminder of Menestheus in the first of the five Myrmidon 
leaders Menesthios in a way not unlike the way the Phthians of thirteen invoked the Myrmidons. 
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Following the miniature catalogue of Myrmidon subdivisions, the notion that “Achilles is 
mustering all the Myrmidons,” αὐτὰρ ἐπεὶ δὴ πάντας ἅμ᾽ ἡγεμόνεσσιν Ἀχιλλεὺς στῆσεν 
(16.198), seems to be reinforced, although the immediately following qualification that he 
“arrayed the forces well,” or “sorted them out well,” ἐῢ κρίνας, (16.199), sounds rather not 
unlike the reference to those “selected aristoi,” ἄριστοι  |  κρινθέντες at 13.128-29.  Perhaps one 
might argue that I am letting these details nag at me too much and should just accept that there 
are some essentially insignificant discrepancies between the forces here and those in thirteen.  
Perhaps on some level the formular language at work in the collocation of 13.131-33 *≡* 
16.215-17 just around the corner is just asserting some vestige of traditional inertia?  But I see 
again the tensions between the aristocratic and egalitarian ethoi in evidence in the distinction 
between Achilles’ action of mustering these sorted out, or selected, forces in subordination to his 
selected leaders and his words recalling how the Myrmidons would gather en masse—all 
Myrmidons, not one, μή τίς (16.200), excluded, regardless of status—seditiously in an agora, 
ἀγειρόμενοι (16.207), against him as one isolated, paradigmatically individual, leader Achilles.  
And it is this leader Achilles who tells Patroclus he would wish that only they two would remain 
after the holocaust (even though he knows Thetis’ prophecy that Patroclus would die before 
him).  And of course this individuality of Achilles goes back fundamentally to the way in which 
he sorted himself out from among the Achaeans in the curse that he cast not just against 
Agamemnon but as well the Achaean laoi back at 1.240: “at some time a longing for Achilles 
will come upon the sons of the Achaeans…” 
Indeed, as Achilles reminds them of their seditious agora their “lines are bound together 
more closely,” μᾶλλον δὲ στίχες ἄρθεν (16.211), and we are left to ask skeptically what exactly 
it is they find inspiring “as they listened to their basileus,” ἐπεὶ βασιλῆος ἄκουσαν (16.211).  
And just around the corner is the passage that hearkens back to the egalitarian―or, well why not 
say again however provocatively, ‘democratic’―forces marshaled behind the paradigmatic foot 
soldier, hetairos-leader, Ajax.  Again I reiterate the question I had formulated above: do all the 
Myrmidons accompany Patroclus, that is, do the Myrmidons all form up with helmets with him 
taken altogether as an elite force like those who mustered with Ajax in thirteen?  This is what 
would seem to be suggested in the collocated lines.  Do all the Myrmidons, like all the 
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Athenians, have elements?  If not, is it thus just a select helmeted band who accompanies 
Patroclus? 
Yet I recall that on closer scrutiny those forces in thirteen constituted a mixed condition: one 
element was the Athenian contingent altogether all helmed while the other a band of helmed 
aristoi selected out by Poseidon from the general host of Achaeans, that broader host of 
Achaeans, combining those helmed and those not.  Thus while the entire contingent selected out 
would all form up according to Menestheus’ novel tactic, part of this combined force were 
helmed according to Menestheus’ principle, while others were drawn from those leaders who 
were originally helmed according to Nestor’s old tactic; Ajax’ Athenian component forms up 
according to Menesthius’ novel de jure hoplite tactic, while the other component is roused by 
Poseidon as a function of the de facto defensive circumstances that does not, in being a merely 
de facto exception, thus break with the aristocratic status quo.  
Yet as I recall and properly formulate this, I realize that I have been misled to ask the 
question the wrong way in assuming that the correlation of 13.131-33 *≡* 16.215-17 is as it 
appears, that is, that it is a question of whether all the soldiers that appeared to be helmed 
constitute the full band of an elite force that is the Myrmidons.  For if we avoid allowing 
ourselves to be overly impressed by what is the same in these passages, that is, 13.131-33 *≡* 
16.215-17, and widen out the view just a bit to compare the lines immediately preceding the 
collocated lines, a new dynamic unfolds:  
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First I note that προθελύμνῳ at 13.130 does very precisely, indeed paradigmatically, identify 
Menestheus’ hoplite tactic37 and is notable therefore in its absence at 16.214 suggesting perhaps 
not so much some difference in the usage of the shield, as perhaps rather different types of 
shields.  But what replaces it there reveals the real problem.  For the line end formula ἀσπίδες 
ὀμφαλόεσσαι, “bossed shields” has its own story to tell once we consider its various instances 
across the epic.  
It begins at 4.448 where the shields in question are those not of helmed leaders, nor some 
elite special force or other, but rather of the host in general clashing together from both sides in 
the first hostilities following the general mustering of forces touched upon above in 
differentiating between helmed leaders and foot soldiers.  That the shields in question should be 
understood to be those of the common, unhelmed, foot soldiers is quite clear when we note that 
this encounter follows the last reference in Agamemnon’s survey of forces to the foam crested, 
helmed Diomedes, and then the generalized reference to the soldiers following, silently, cowed, 
their leaders into battle (4.419ff.).  Thus I conclude that these shields, ἀσπίδες ὀμφαλόεσσαι, are 
 
37 The term, προθελύμνος, occurring three times in the epic (and not at all in The Odyssey), indicates things that are 
rooted―trees, hair, hoplite shields―specifically in the sense of being firmly fixed by the roots. 
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the standard issue gear of the Achaean foot soldier.  Such is the case as well at the next instance 
at 8.62, where it is none other than the “flowing haired Achaeans” (8.53) who bear these shields 
into generalized battle. 
But with the third instance at 12.161 we really start to see what is at stake when we find not 
only the line end formula referring to the shields of the common soldier, but more distinctly find 
them set off against the helmets of their superiors.  This is the moment discussed above in which 
that Asios who stood apart from Hector’s/Poulydamas’ de facto hoplite formation, was subjected 
to the snowfall of stones equally upon his unequally equipped forces of those helmed, and those 
merely with the standard issue shield. It is critical to note how in fact the phrasing in line 16.214, 
of “helmets and bossed shields,” κόρυθές τε καὶ ἀσπίδες ὀμφαλόεσσαι, is essentially just a 
telescoped version of 12.160-61:  
   …κόρυθες [δ᾽ ἀμφ᾽ αὖον ἀΰτευν 
βαλλομένων μυλάκεσσι] καὶ ἀσπίδες ὀμφαλόεσσαι 
 
   ...and the helmets rang out  
struck by the stones and the bossed shields too 
And we mustn’t forget how the snow simile set this pompous Asios off against the egalitarian 
minded Aiantes on the other side of the line. 
Thus we may conclude that in this respect the Myrmidons are unlike Athenians all of whose 
helmed soldiers touched, with both their shield touching, and their helmets too touching. Rather 
they are, like Asios’ force, a mixed force, a mix of helmed and unhelmed merely shield bearing 
soldiers.  Yet those wearing helmets are so close to others wearing helmets that they touch, that 
is, their helmets touched, while those brandishing only shields are so close to other shield bearers 
that they touch, that is, their shields touched: shield to shield; helmet to helmet…  But why then 
should they be linked as specifically ἀσπιδιώτας* (16.167 *≡* 2.554) with the Athenians?  
Because even though they would not all be fitted out as would have been either Ajax’ Athenian 
meritocratic ‘laoi-aristoi’ all equipped in an egalitarian de jure fashion with helms, or Poseidon’s 
de facto selected group of helmed aristocratic aristoi, they would muster, nonetheless, as did 
those in thirteen according to Menestheus’ Athenian tactics, ἀνέρα δ᾽ ἀνήρ, yea, man to man, be 
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he helmed or no.  From this perspective the bossed shields are just any other element of whatever 
possible kit, to be combined or not with helmets, such as stockpiled back at the tent of 
Idomeneus (13.264) who bids Meriones take his pick of whatever he wants.  Yes, these 
Myrmidons will fight in the spirit of the Athenians in the absence of Achilles even if they will be 
led by a pseudo-, or as Shakespeare puts it in Troilus and Cressida, counterfeit-Achilles, for 
while the armor and the helm with which he helms himself, κορύσσετο (16.130), might fool the 
Trojans, at least for a bit, it does not conceal from the Myrmidons that Patroclus is only acting as 
a helmed leader of the laos, being as he is, himself, from the laos.  So though he mounts behind 
Achilles’ immortal team, he goes out armed, θωρήσσοντο (16.218), with Automedon, as just one 
of two, just another hetairos of two hetairoi, in spirit no different than the rest, helmed or 
otherwise, sharing one thumos the two, ἕνα θυμὸν ἔχοντες (16.219), and, by extension to all 
other hetairoi, one thumos for all.  
Neither the Myrmidons nor Ajax’ mixed forces are as they appear: the Myrmidons appear 
dual, a few with κόρυθες (and shields), the others only with bossed shields, ἀσπίδες 
ὀμφαλόεσσαι, yet are in essence one when they fight de facto behind one of their own; Ajax’s 
forces appear as one, all with shields and helmets locked, yet within this mixed force it is only 
Menestheus’ Athenians who truly fight from an egalitarian de jure principal regardless of 
situational exigency.  It is to this latter contingent whom the Myrmidons under Patroclus qua 
protesilaos are to be compared.  What these two groups (16.167 *≡* 2.554) do in fact share in 
common is that they each carry their shield, ἀσπὶς—helmed or not no matter—in their own 
unprecedented, idio-syn-‘cratic,’38 way which called for a new word: these are the ἀνέρας ἀσπ-
ιδιώ-τας*. 
And yes, it does also scan. 
 
 
38 I beg my reader’s indulgence here with my (inconsequential) folk etymological derivation of κράτος from 
κρατέω rather than κεράννυμι. 
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